This is a 1970s Indian case of an educated woman, Uttara Huddar, whose personality and memories abruptly changed at the age of 32 to those of a rural villager, Sharada, who had lived and died a century and a half earlier. The transformation proved temporary, but the Sharada personality continued to appear intermittently throughout Uttara’s life. A striking feature of this case is the linguistic element: as ‘Sharada’, Uttara was unable to speak Marathi, her native language, only Bengali, which she previously knew only a little, but could now speak fluently, and in an archaic dialect. Investigators have viewed the case as an unusual one of adult reincarnation; other interpretations have also been made.

Investigations

The Sharada case was investigated and published independently by two researchers: Dr Ian Stevenson in collaboration with Dr Satwant Pasricha and other Indian colleagues; and Dr VV Akolkar, an Indian psychologist. Though they drew from some of the same sources, including some provided by Dr RK Sinha, who had done his own investigation of the case, Stevenson and Akolkar purposely avoided sharing information or interpretations with each other so as to retain independence.

Stevenson learned of the case from a newspaper article dated February 18, 1975. He immediately asked colleagues in India to begin investigating. Pasricha went to Nagpur in late June to interview Uttara, her parents, her younger brother and a priest who had spoken with ‘Sharada’ in Bengali.. On July 2, they were able to tape-record her speech.

Stevenson enlisted the aid of reincarnation researcher and professor P Pal, who spoke Bengali. He visited the family five times between October 1975 and November 1977, and spoke to ‘Sharada’ during four of them. In May 1975, Sinha travelled to Bengal and tracked down a family that matched ‘Sharada’s’ statements. Stevenson and Pal later interviewed the head of the family.

Aided by Pasricha, Stevenson interviewed more than 25 people, and consulted with multiple experts, eventually devoting 81 pages of a book to a detailed account.[1] He also co-authored with Pasricha two academic papers on the case in 1979[2] and 1980.[3]

VV Akolkar also learned about the case from a newspaper story. Having discovered the family’s identity, he journeyed to Nagpur, the city where Uttara lived. His sources were twenty people he interviewed in Nagpur and Ahmedabad, correspondence from Uttara/Sharada and her father, Sinha’s account of his researches with people in Bengal thought to be related to Sharada, information drawn from two major Indian libraries and a 150-year-old real estate deed.

Akolkar also had Uttara undergo an electroencephalogram, which yielded no abnormalities, and a Rorschach test, which yielded a suggestion of an unspecified sexual abnormality (this outcome so enraged Uttara that she threatened to commit suicide). He published a paper on the case in 1992.[4]

Uttara Huddar

Uttara was born in Nagpur, Maharashtra, on March 14, 1941, the second-youngest of six children.[5] Her father, GM Huddar, was a landowner and farmer near Wardha, a smaller town near the Nagpur. University-educated, he was active politically, participating in the resistance to British rule in India, for which he was imprisoned by the British for four years. He also fought against the Franco regime in the Spanish Civil War.

While pregnant with Uttara, Manorama Huddar had a recurrent dream of being bitten on the right toe by a snake. These dreams stopped when Uttara was born. As a child, Uttara had a phobia of snakes that her father described as ‘severe’ when she was between the ages of five and eight years.

The Huddar family spoke Marathi. Both Marathi and Bengali are major languages of India, descended from Sanskrit. However, speakers of each cannot understand the other without training. Uttara’s mother said Uttara never had any trouble learning Marathi, and did not have an accent or use unusual words.

Uttara did satisfactorily in school, studying Sanskrit for several years. She also studied rudimentary Bengali, along with a friend, Priyadarshan Dinanath Pandit, who was also a Marathi speaker. She had no Bengali friends, and no Bengalis lived in the areas the family frequently. She was fascinated by Bengali people and literature, however, admiring the Bengali
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However, two other informants, one of them a trained Bengali linguist, listened to tape-recordings of Sharada’s speech
and had less generous views of her ability, saying she did not sound like a native speaker. Stevenson wrote that he was more inclined to credit those witnesses who spoke with Sharada at length than those who had just heard recordings, one of which was quite short.

Sharada could also write Bengali script. Akolkar includes two samples of her writing in his paper on the case.[16]

Various people attempted to speak to Sharada in Marathi, Hindi and English, and found her unable to understand. When she was Uttara, they experimented with slipping Bengali words into Marathi conversations, and she did not understand them.

During some of the lengthier Sharada phases, Uttara would become incapacitated, unable to speak and care for herself, and sometimes unable to swallow. Three witnesses noticed her tongue and the inside of her mouth sometimes became black. On one occasion her lips and tongue became blue and her eyes closed as if she were intoxicated. She pointed toward her toe and said 'A king cobra has bitten me,' and a black mark was observed on the toe. She appeared to be reliving the symptoms of a venomous snake bite.[17]

**Criticisms and Alternative Theories: Psychological Motivations, Dissociation, Super-Psi**

Critics have challenged Stevenson’s assertion that the Sharada case is one of genuine responsive xenoglossy and, as such, represents possible evidence of survival of bodily death. Some argue that it can instead be accounted for in terms of dissociative identity disorder (DID), or ‘multiple personality disorder’, as it was previously termed.

Investigators themselves acknowledge that certain features support such a view. As Stevenson notes, Uttara and Sharada appeared to all who met them both to be two different personalities, distinctive in appearance and behaviour as well as language, and were unaware of each other except through being told by others, as is typical of people with DID. Uttara’s childhood phobia of snakes, a recurrent childhood dream of a husband arriving on a pony and caressing her, and her appreciation for the Bengali heroines of Bengali novels could all fit with this hypothesis.[18]

Stevenson argues that DID cannot explain responsive xenoglossy: linguistic fluency is a skill that can be acquired only through practice, and there was no point in Uttara’s life when she could have practiced enough to attain the degree of proficiency Sharada showed.[19] Pasricha adds that in cases of DID, a secondary personality generally presents as living in the same time and place as the original personality, not 150 years earlier and 540 miles away.[20] For his part, Akolkar notes that Uttara was mentally normal in her capacity for honest introspection, managing the realities of her life and taking every setback as a challenge in her spiritual journey.[21]

Some critics take issue with Stevenson’s assessment of Sharada’s command of Bengali. Sarah G Thomason criticizes her tendency to prefer the testimony of those Bengali-speakers and experts who found Sharada’s knowledge of Bengali to be surprisingly extensive, over those who considered it to be unnatural and hesitant, as would be the case with a person who had learned it as a second language. She further complains that Stevenson provides too little evidence of Sharada’s command of Bengali to allow an independent assessment.[22]

Thomason’s critique has been faulted by reincarnation research specialists, for instance that it fails to do justice to Stevenson’s painstaking investigation as to whether Uttara might have learned not just Bengali by normal means, but the archaic regional dialect of Bengali that she actually spoke.[23]

Philosopher Stephen Braude has proposed that the Sharada case can be explained by a combination of dissociation, the functioning of psi, or ‘super-psi’, and a latent linguistic ability akin to abilities that emerge in dissociative states. In his book *Immortal Remains*, he makes the case that Stevenson and other parapsychologists have failed sufficiently to explore purely psychological motivations on the part of subjects such as Uttara. He speculates that, ‘by developing an alter-like entity (Sharada), Uttara could express and experience emotional and physical urges she could not reasonably expect to satisfy as Uttara’, also that ‘the alter identity (or ego state) would allow Uttara to feel as if she (that is, Uttara) had become “spiritual” in the sense of transcending the physical and emotional needs manifested by Sharada’.

Braude accepts that there may be a paranormal element in the exhibition by Uttara of xenoglossy, but contends that this should be seen in terms of the unconscious operation of psychic functions on her part. He argues that this would facilitate a task that would be impossible by normal means, such as learning a language without practice, especially if, as in this case, the person already had some basic knowledge of it. He suggests that we lack true measures for language proficiency or even skill itself: every child has natural abilities that are suppressed by cultural forces such as ‘the mind-numbing
ordinariness and stupidity of teachers'.

Philosopher David Ray Griffin follows Braude in hypothesizing the presence of super-psi and in seeking psychological motivations on the part of Uttara. Griffin interprets this as a case of 'retroprehensiv inclusion', the psychic act of reaching back retrocognitively to find a genuine personality from the past, and adopt it as part of one's own, along with all its skills and abilities, in order to satisfy some psychological need.

For Griffin, Uttara was motivated by unrequited love and a desperate desire to fulfill her womanhood. As to why she chose the personality of Sharada, he cites such elements as her fascination with the Bengali language and people, her admiration of Bengali women, her desire to marry a doctor (since Sharada had married a doctor) and her snake phobia, which would have been psychically ingrained from her mother’s dream when she was in the womb.

Reincarnation researcher James Matlock points out that Braude offers no independent evidence to support his speculations concerning Uttara’s psychological motivations, also that, like Thomason, he fails to address Sharada’s ability to speak an archaic dialect of Bengali.

With regard to Griffin, Matlock notes that he interprets as psychosomatic symptoms what the investigators see as behavioural signs of reincarnation in child reincarnation cases: phobias, dreams and interests on the part of the child, and sometimes dreams experienced by the mother while pregnant that relate to the child's past life.

### Possession

The Sharada case has features typical of a possession case: one in which a discarnate being takes over a person's body. Pasricha notes that certain other features make it unlike typical reincarnation cases: the advanced age at which the past life emerged; the trance-like state Uttara would enter at the start of a Sharada phase; the way the persona would completely take over; and the length of time between the end of the past life and the start of the current one, some 110 years. As Griffin points out, the case is unlike both possession and reincarnation cases in that Sharada has no knowledge of having died.

But Akolkar questions the likelihood of a woman being possessed by a discarnate entity from so far away and so long before, and notes that three characteristics of typical possession cases are missing: the deceased person is usually someone the subject knows or knows of; the subject shows other signs of mental illness, such as schizophrenia or hysteria; and the subject’s motivation is usually obvious. He adds that, in possession cases, the possessing entity is generally aware of itself as being separate from the possessed, and knows its reasons for possessing. None of these apply to Sharada, who was not at all aware of Uttara until she learned second-hand.

Stevenson likewise argues that this is a case of reincarnation with unusual features. Sharada's father once asked her, on Stevenson's request, what she did when not manifesting. She answered, laughing, 'I am here all the time'. He notes also the presence of related behaviours in childhood and youth, such the snake phobia and the fascination with things Bengali, is a feature of reincarnation cases. Akolkar contends that Sharada was in Uttara from the start as suggested by the childhood behavioural signs, living in 'the deepest stratum of Uttara's personality'.

Matlock concurs that the Sharada case is one of reincarnation with unusual features. He contends that to analyze Uttara’s psychology alone, as if it were separate from Sharada’s, is a misguided approach. 'If Sharada is reincarnated in Uttara, she is a part of Uttara', he writes. 'Sharada's memories and her personality, and her psychological needs, have become Uttara’s.'
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